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Interatomic potential for silicon defects and disordered phases
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We develop an empirical potential for silicon which represents a considerable improvement over existing
models in describing local bonding for bulk defects and disordered phases. The model consists of two- and
three-body interactions with theoretically motivated functional forms that capture chemical and physical trends
as explained in a companion paper. The numerical parameters in the functional form are obtained by fitting to
a set ofab initio results from quantum-mechanical calculations based on density-functional theory in the
local-density approximation, which include various bulk phases and defect structures. We test the potential by
applying it to the relaxation of point defects, core properties of partial dislocations and the structure of
disordered phases, none of which are included in the fitting procedure. For dislocations, our model makes
predictions in excellent agreement withab initio and tight-binding calculations. It is the only potential known
to describe both the 30°- and 90°-partial dislocations in the glide set$111%. The structural and thermodynamic
properties of the liquid and amorphous phases are also in good agreement with experimental andab initio
results. Our potential is capable of simulating a quench directly from the liquid to the amorphous phase, and
the resulting amorphous structure is more realistic than with existing empirical preparation methods. These
advances in transferability come with no extra computational cost, since force evaluation with our model is
faster than with the popular potential of Stillinger-Weber, thus allowing reliable atomistic simulations of very
large atomic systems.@S0163-1829~98!04026-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon is one of the most intensely investigated materia
Interest in silicon is mostly motivated by its great technolo
cal importance, but it is also regarded as the prototyp
covalent solid, on which theoretical concepts about cova
bonding can be tested, and new ideas can be explored.
nature of covalent bonding often makes the description
complicated phenomena difficult: the covalent bond can o
be described properly by quantum theory, while many int
esting phenomena involve large numbers of atoms~in the
range 103–109), which quantum-mechanical approach
cannot handle.1 In this sense, silicon represents an ideal c
didate for modeling by an empirical interatomic potenti
the development of a potential will at once put to a rigoro
test our understanding of the physics of covalent bond
and, if successful, will enable the simulation of importa
complex processes that involve a large number of atoms

Many attempts to construct an empirical model for int
atomic interactions in Si have already been reported.2 Of all
these models, the Stillinger and Weber3 ~SW! and the
Tersoff4–6 potentials are the most widely used.2 The SW po-
tential consists of two- and three-body terms and was fi
to experimental properties of the diamond-cubic~dc! and
molten phases of silicon.3 It has been used, for example,
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~5!/2539~12!/$15.00
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study lattice dynamics,7 point defects,8,9 surfaces,10 and the
liquid and amorphous phases.3,11–14The Tersoff potential@its
three versions usually referred to as T1,4 T2,5 and T3~Ref.
6!# consists of many-body interactions included in a bo
order term and was fitted toab initio results for several S
polytypes. It has been used to study lattice dynamics,7 ther-
momechanical properties,15 point defects,5,6 and the liquid
and amorphous phases.6,14,16

Although the SW and Tersoff functional forms hav
enough flexibility to describe a number of different config
rations, their transferability to a wide class of structures
mains in question. Several models have attempted to
prove the description of configurations far from equilibriu
and far from the database used to construct the potentia
changing the functional form, using higher-order~up to five-
body! expansion terms, increasing the number of fitting p
rameters ~up to 36!, or expanding the set of fitted
structures.17–20Despite the increased complexity, these mo
els have been able to improve the description of local c
figurations only selectively, and often at a considerable
crease in computational cost. This suggests that a sim
extension to more elaborate functional forms or larger da
bases does not necessarily provide a better descriptio
covalent bonding. Considering the lack of transferability
existing models, it is of interest to develop a model for s
2539 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2540 PRB 58JUSTO, BAZANT, KAXIRAS, BULATOV, AND YIP
con with the following ingredients: superior description
local structures and computationally efficient evaluations
the energy and interatomic forces.

In this article we present a new empirical potential f
silicon using a theoretically motivated functional form whic
emphasizes chemical and physical trends,21 and which is de-
termined by fitting to a fairly smallab initio database with
only 13 parameters. This potential represents a consider
improvement over existing models in describing local str
tures and extended defects. It provides a good descriptio
point defects in the bulk, the concerted exchange path
self-diffusion, and elastic properties of bulk silicon. It al
predicts core structures of partial dislocations in the glide
$111% in excellent agreement withab initio results. Disor-
dered structures and phase transitions are also well
scribed, particularly the amorphous phase, which is be
modeled by dynamical simulations using our potential th
by any empirical preparation method.

The article is organized as follows: The functional form
presented in detail in Sec. II. The fitting of the model
discussed in Sec. III, along with tests of transferability
bulk crystal structures, defects, and activation complex
The fitted potential is then used to calculate core proper
of physically relevant dislocations in Sec. IV and the stru
ture of disordered phases in Sec. V.

II. FUNCTIONAL FORM

Here we describe the functional form of the new potent
which we call the environment-dependent interatomic pot
tial ~EDIP! for bulk silicon, and refer the reader to the com
panion paper21 for theoretical justification of all the terms
The energy of a configuration$RW i% is expressed as a sum
over single-atom energies,E5( iEi , each containing two-
and three-body terms,

Ei5(
j Þ i

V2~Ri j ,Zi !1(
j Þ i

(
kÞ i ,k. j

V3~RW i j ,RW ik ,Zi !, ~1!

where V2(Ri j ,Zi) is an interaction between atomsi and j

representing pairwise bonds, andV3(RW i j ,RW ik ,Zi) is the in-
teraction between atomsi , j , andk centered at atomi rep-
resenting angular forces. Both types of interactions dep
on the local environment of atomi through its effective co-
ordination number, defined by

Zi5 (
mÞ i

f ~Rim! ~2!

where f (Rim) is a cutoff function that measures the cont
bution of neighborm to the coordination of atomi in terms
of the separationRim . The neighbor function, depicted i
Fig. 1, is unity for r ,c, with a gentle drop from 1 to 0
betweenc anda, and is 0 forr .a:

f ~r !55
1 if r ,c,

expS a

12x23D if c,r ,a,

0 if r .a,

~3!
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wherex5(r 2c)/(a2c). A neighbor of atomi at a distance
r ,c is considered a full neighbor, while the neighbors b
tweenc and a give only a partial contribution toZi . The
cutoffs are constrained to reproduce the coordinations of
portant crystal structures, e.g.,Zi54 for the diamond lattice.

The two-body term includes repulsive and attractive int
actions,

V2~r ,Z!5AF S B

r D r

2p~Z!GexpS s

r 2aD , ~4!

which go to zero at the cutoffr 5a with all derivatives con-
tinuous. Although this choice is quite similar to the SW tw
body term~and indeed reduces to it exactly for small disto
tions of the diamond lattice!, the bond strength adapts t
changes in the local atomic environment. This dependenc
motivated by theoretical calculations which have demo
strated the weakening of the attractive interaction and
corresponding increase in bond length for increas
coordination.21–23 These studies reveal a shoulder in t
function p(Z) at the ideal coordinationZ054, where the
transition from covalent (Z<Z0) to metallic (Z.Z0) bond-
ing occurs. This theoretical dependence can be accura
captured by a Gaussian function21

p~Z!5e2bZ2
. ~5!

Figure 2 shows theV2(r ,Z) term for several coordinations
compared to the two-body part of the SW potentialV2

SW(r ).
Note that the fittedV2(r ,Z) resembles closely the inverte
ab initio pair potentials for silicon crystals with the sam
coordinations,23 a feature built into the function form.21

The three-body term contains radial and angular facto

V3~RW i j ,RW ik ,Zi !5g~Ri j !g~Rik!h~ l i jk ,Zi !, ~6!

where l i jk5cosuijk5RW ij•RW ik /RijRik . The radial function is
chosen to have the SW form,

g~r !5expS g

r 2aD , ~7!

and goes to zero smoothly at the cutoff distancea. The an-
gular functionh( l ,Z) is strongly dependent on the local co

FIG. 1. The functionf (r ) that determines the contribution o
each neighbor to the effective coordinationZ.
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PRB 58 2541INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FOR SILICON DEFECTS . . .
ordination through two functionst(Z) andw(Z) that control
the equilibrium angle and the strength of the interaction,
spectively. Theoretical considerations lead us to postulate
following form:21

h~ l ,Z!5HS l 1t~Z!

w~Z! D , ~8!

whereH(x) is a generic function satisfying the constrain
H(x).0, H(0)50, H8(0)50 andH9(0).0. Our specific
choice is

h~ l ,Z!5l@~12e2Q~Z!„l 1t~Z!…2!1hQ~Z!„l 1t~Z!…2#.
~9!

We make the choicew(Z)225Q(Z)5Q0e2mZ to control
the strength of angular forces as function of coordinati
The three-body angular function becomes flatter~and hence
angular forces become weaker! as coordination increases
representing the transition from covalent bonding to meta
bonding. The angular functionh( l ,Z) has two major contri-
butions. The first,H1(x)}12e2x2

, is symmetric about the
minimum, becoming flat for small angles. This choice
shape for the angular function was also used by Mistrio
Flyntzanis, and Farantos,18 but due to its environment depen
dence our angular function is fundamentally different. In
preliminary fitted version of EDIP, we included only this fla
symmetric term,24 but we found that it is not suitable fo
several structures~particularly the amorphous phase!. In-
deed, a more asymmetrical angular function is suggeste
approximations of quantum-mechanical~tight-binding!
models25–27and exact inversions ofab initio cohesive energy
curves,23 so the present form of EDIP also contains a seco
term,H2(x)}x2 ~identical in shape to the SW form but con
taining environment dependence!, which gives a stronger in
teraction for small angles.

The functiont(Z)52 l 0(Z)52cos„u0(Z)… controls the
equilibrium angleu0(Z) of the three-body interaction as
function of coordination. This feature of the potential mak
it possible to model the proper hybridization of atoms
different environments:21,28If a silicon atom is three- or four-
fold coordinated, it will prefer to formsp2 or sp3 hybrid

FIG. 2. The two-body interactionV2(r ,Z) as a function of sepa
ration r shown for coordinations 3, 4, 6, and 8 and compared w
the Stillinger-Weber~SW! pair interaction.
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bonds with equilibrium anglesu0(3)5120° and u0(4)
5109.471°, respectively. For coordinations 2 and 6, we t
t(2)5t(6)50 or u0(2)5u0(6)590°. For twofold coordi-
nation, this choice describes the preference for bond
along two orthogonalp states with the low-energy nonbond
ing s state fully occupied. For sixfold coordination, th
choice u0(6)590° reflects thep character of the bonds
~which are also metallic, as discussed below!. We construct
t(Z) to interpolate smoothly between the special pointsZ
52,3,4,6) with the following form:

t~Z!5u11u2~u3e2u4Z2e22u4Z!, ~10!

with the parameters chosen asu1520.165 799, u2
532.557, u350.286 198, andu450.66, resulting in the
curve shown in Fig. 3, which is consistent with the results
quantum-mechanical approximations.29 Note that these pa
rameters are theoretically determined and are not allowe
vary in the fitting described in the next section. Figure
shows the three-body termV3(RW i j ,RW ik ,Zi) for three atoms at
a distance 2.35 Å, and for different coordinations. We a
compare the three-body term to the SW three-body poten
V3

SW(RW i j ,RW ik). The SW angular form hSW(u j ik)

h
FIG. 3. t, which controls the equilibrium angle of the three

body term, as function of coordination.

FIG. 4. The three-body interactionV3(r ,r ,cosu,Z) for a pair of
bonds of fixed lengthr 52.35 Å subtending an angleu, shown for
coordinations 3, 4, 6, and 8 and compared with the Stillinger-We
three-body interaction.
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5lSW@cos(ujik)11/3#2 penalizes the configurations wit
angles smaller than 90° with a large positive contribution.
contrast, the angular function of our model potential give
considerably weaker interaction at small angles.

In summary, this implementation of EDIP for bulk silico
has 13 adjustable parameters:A,B,r,b,s,a,c,l,h,g,Q0 ,m,
and a. It also has continuous first and second derivativ
with respect to the atomic position vectors. The functio
form already contains considerable information about che
cal bonding in bulk silicon taken directly from theoretic
studies, mostly of ideal crystal structures. The~relatively
few! adjustable parameters provide the necessary freedo
extrapolate these bonding dependences for defect struc
strictly outside the theoretical input, as described below.

We close this section by addressing the crucial issue
computational efficiency~which motivates the use of empir
cal methods in the first place!. The environment terms in th
two- and three-body iterations require extra loops in
force calculation. In the case of the three-body interaction
requires a four-body loop, that would make a force eval
tion more expensive than with the SW potential. Howev
the four-body loop needs to be performed only for tho
neighborsl of atom i in which ] f (Ril )/]Ril Þ0. This hap-
pens only when atoms are in the rangec,r ,a, i.e., only for
a small number of the neighbors. Therefore, one force ev
ation using our model is approximately as efficient as o
using the SW potential, showing that increased sophist
tion and realism can be achieved with insignificant com
tational overhead. In fact, since the fitted cutoff distan
~given in the next section! is smaller than the correspondin
SW cutoff, computing forces with our model is typical
faster than with the SW potential. For example, in liqu
phase simulations on a Silicon Graphics R-10000 proce
it takes 30 msec/atom to evaluate forces using EDIP, co
pared with 50msec/atom using the SW potential.

III. FITTING AND TESTS

In order to determine the values of the adjustable par
eters, we fit to a database that includesab initio results,30

based on density-functional theory in the local-density
proximation ~DFT/LDA!, for bulk properties~cohesive en-
ergy and lattice constant of the dc structure!, selected values
along the unrelaxed concerted exchange~CE! path31 for self-
diffusion, some formation energies of unrelaxed point d
fects ~vacancy and interstitial at the tetrahedral and hexa
nal configurations!,32–34 a few key values in the generalize
stacking-fault~GSF! energy surface,35 and the experimenta
elastic constants.36 This rich set of configurations contain
many of the important local structures found in conden
phases and bulk defects and thus improves the transfera
of the model. The database does not include other h
symmetry configurations, such as sc, bcc, or fcc~as many of
the existing empirical potentials have done!, although the dc
structure is required to be the lowest in energy. These hy
thetical metallic structures have large enough energies c
pared to covalent ones to be considered irrelevant. Incid
tally, fitting the model simultaneously to such a wide set
configurations and properties represents a considerable
putational challenge. The fitting is accomplished using
least-squares approach, with each configuration in the d
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base weighted appropriately. All parameter values are
lowed to vary at once through a simulated annealing proc
Theoretical estimates of the parameters were also use
restrict the range of parameter space that needed to
explored.21 Table I provides the best set of parameters
obtained.

The calculated energies and properties of several b
structures as obtained from our potential and fromab initio
and other empirical potential calculations are given in Ta
II. This compilation of results includes the dc structu
which is the ground state of Si, and several other hig
coordination bulk structures. Although the latter structu
were not included in the fitting database, our model provid
a reasonable description of their energies and a good des
tion of equilibrium lattice constants. Structures such asb-tin

TABLE I. Values of the parameters that define the potent
obtained from a simulated annealing fit to the database describe
the text.

A57.9821730 eV B51.5075463 Å r51.2085196
a53.1213820 Å c52.5609104 Å s50.5774108 Å
l51.4533108 eV g51.1247945 Å h50.2523244
Q05312.1341346 m50.6966326 b50.0070975
a53.1083847

TABLE II. Energy and lattice parameters for high-symmet
structures. Here we consider the ground-state diamond cubic~dc!,
face-centered-cubic~fcc!, body-centered-cubic~bcc!, simple cubic
~sc!, and hexagonal-close-packed~hcp! crystals. For dc, the cohe
sive energy per atomEc

dc is given in eV, while for the other crystals
the difference of the cohesive energyEc from the ground state dc
crystal,DE5Ec2Ec

dc, is given. All lattice constantsao are for the
conventional unit cells in Å. For the hexagonal crystals we also g
the c/a ratios. We also compute the lattice constant and bind
energy of an isolated hexagonal plane~hex!. For this comparison
we use the SW potential with the rescaled cohesive energy for
ground state, as described in Ref. 2.

DFT/LDA EDIP SW T2 T3

dc E 24.65 24.650 24.63 24.63 24.63
ao 5.43 5.430 5.431 5.431 5.432

sc DE 0.348 0.532 0.293 0.343 0.318
ao 2.528 2.503 2.612 2.501 2.544

bcc DE 0.525 1.594 0.300 0.644 0.432
ao 3.088 3.243 3.245 3.126 3.084

fcc DE 0.566 1.840 0.423 0.548 0.761
ao 3.885 4.081 4.147 3.861 3.897

hcp DE 0.552 0.933 0.321 0.551 0.761
ao 2.735 2.564 3.647 2.730 2.756
c/a 1.633 2.130 0.884 1.633 1.633

hex DE 0.774 0.640 1.268
ao 3.861 4.018 4.104
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and BCT5~Ref. 37! are also of interest because they ha
low energy and relatively low coordination~5 for BCT5 and
6 for b-tin!.2 Experimentally, the dc phase transforms in
the b-tin structure under pressure. For theb-tin structure,
our model predicts a cohesive energy per atom higher t
that of dc by DE50.67 eV, and a lattice parameterao
54.76 Å, as compared toab initio results of 0.21 eV and
4.73 Å, respectively. For the BCT5 structure, our model p
dictsDE50.26 eV andao53.36 Å, as compared toab ini-
tio results of 0.23 eV and 3.32 Å, respectively.

Most existing empirical potentials give a poor~or margin-
ally acceptable! description of elastic properties of the d
crystal, which directly affects the description of the crys
deformation. In the fitting database we included the th
independent elastic constantsC11, C12, and C44 from ex-
periment. Table III compares elastic constants, obtained w
the homogeneous deformation method,38 as given by our
model with the results from other empirical potentials a
with experimental results. The shear constantC44 is particu-
larly important for the description of long-rang
interactions.2 Although C44 is underestimated by most em
pirical models, ours is reasonably close to the experime
value. Our potential also almost perfectly reproduces theab
initio value of the shear modulusC44

+ without internal
relaxation,39 as anticipated by theory.21 Table III also in-
cludes other elastic properties, such as the second shear
stant, C112C12, and the Cauchy discrepancy,DC5C12
2C44, both important for determining crystal stability.40 By
allowing the simultaneous fit of a negative Cauchy discr
ancy along with many other important properties, our pot
tial offers a qualitative improvement over most other exist
potentials2 and several tight-binding~TB! models41 which
give positive values. It also provides a quantitative impro
ment over other TB models that get the correct sign ofDC.42

In summary, our potential gives elastic constants in excel
agreement with experimental andab initio results. As we
have shown in Ref. 21, accurate elastic behavior is not s
ply the result of good fitting, but is rather a built-in feature
our functional form.

Point defects in the dc crystal involve large atomic rela
ations and rebonding, thus representing the first test for
transferability of our model in describing local structur
away from equilibrium. Our fitting database included the u

TABLE III. Elastic constantsC11,C12,C44,C44
+ ~without inter-

nal relaxation! and bulk modulusB of the diamond cubic structure
in Mbar, and the values of two combinations,C112C12 and C12

2C44, that are important for stability. The experimental values
from Ref. 36 and the tight-binding results from Ref. 41. Theab
initio result forC44

+ ~LDA ! is from Ref. 39.

Expt. LDA EDIP SW T2 T3 TB

C11 1.67 1.75 1.61 1.27 1.43 1.45
C12 0.65 0.62 0.82 0.86 0.75 0.85
C44 0.81 0.71 0.60 0.10 0.69 0.53
C44

+ 1.11 1.12 1.17 0.92 1.19 1.35
B 0.99 0.99 1.08 0.98 0.98 1.05
C112C12 1.02 1.13 0.79 0.41 0.68 0.60
C122C44 20.16 20.09 0.22 0.76 0.06 0.32
n
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relaxed structures of the vacancy (V) and the interstitial in
tetrahedral (I T) and hexagonal (I H) configurations.30 Table
IV shows the formation energy for the unrelaxed and relax
structures ofV, I T , and I H as obtained using our mode
compared toab initio32–34 and TB calculations,41 and from
calculations2 using the SW and Tersoff~T2 and T3! poten-
tials. The relaxed structures are computed using an en
minimization conjugate-gradient method.43 Although the SW
and Tersoff potentials give a reasonable description of
laxed structures, they typically fail in describing the ener
released upon relaxation. In our model, on the other ha
the relaxation energies are much lower and in reasona
good agreement withab initio calculations, except for the
case of the tetrahedral interstitial. We emphasize that non
the relaxation energies or structures were used in the fit
database. Thê110& split interstitial~the lowest energy inter-
stitial configuration! is well described by our model, in spit
of also not being included in the fitting. The formation e
ergy for the relaxed structure of the^110& split interstitial is
3.35 eV in our model, compared to 3.30 eV fromab initio
calculations,44 while the SW potential gives 4.68 eV.

The CE process31 has been identified as a possible mech
nism for self-diffusion in Si.45 Most of the empirical poten-
tials provide only a fair description of this important an
complicated sequence of configurations.17 Figure 5 shows
the energy for the unrelaxed CE path17 from calculations
based on DFT/LDA,30 the present model and the SW an
Tersoff potentials. The results using our model agree reas
ably well with those from DFT/LDA calculations, and ar
considerably better than those using the SW or Tersoff
tentials. The activation energy for CE~an important quantity
that enters in the calculation of diffusion rates! obtained from
our model is 5.41 eV, compared to 5.47 eV fromab initio
calculations, 7.90 eV from the SW potential, and 6.50
from the Tersoff potential. The energy of the relaxed stru
ture, which was not included in the fitting database, is 4
eV using our model, in good agreement with theab initio
result of 4.60 eV.

The fitting database also included selected unrelaxed c
figurations of the generalized stacking-fault~GSF! energies.
We considered three points for the glide set and three for

e

TABLE IV. Ideal ~unrelaxed! formation energiesEf
ideal of point

defects~in eV! and relaxation energiesDE5Ef
ideal2Ef

relaxedusing a
54 atom unit cell. Theab initio ~DFT/LDA! results are from Refs.
30–34 and tight-binding results from Ref. 41.

DFT/LDA EDIP SW T2 T3 TB

V Ef 3.3–4.3 3.47 4.63 2.83 4.10 4.4
DEf 0.4–0.6 0.25 1.81 0.02 0.40 1.2

I T Ef 3.7–4.8 10.57 12.21 5.85 6.92 4.5
DEf 0.1–0.2 6.52 6.96 0.82 3.47 0.5

I H Ef 4.3–5.0 6.86 17.10 5.39 8.22 6.3
DEf 0.6–1.1 2.70 10.15 1.72 3.61 1.3

CE Ef 5.47 5.41 7.90 6.50 5.5
DEf 0.90 0.59 3.26 1.8
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shuffle set35 of the $111% glide plane. Table V shows th
unstable stacking-fault energy for the unrelaxed glide a
shuffle $111% planes as obtained from calculations usi
DFT/LDA,35 SW, and the present interatomic potential. O
model gives good agreement with DFT/LDA calculations
the ^112& glide set, but underestimates the energy for
^110& glide set. Since our potential is short ranged, it giv
zero energy for the stable stacking fault, while the expe
mental value is 0.006 eV/Å2. The SW and Tersoff models
which are also short-ranged, give the same zero energy
the stable stacking fault. The TB model,46 on the other hand
gives 0.005 eV/Å2, in agreement with DFT/LDA results
Nevertheless, given that the accuracy of empirical mode
rarely better than a few tenths of an eV per atom, our v
ishing stable stacking-fault energy is not particularly pro
lematic.

In summary, our potential provides an excellent desc
tion of configurations near equilibrium as well as a wi
range of point defects in the dc structure. Although a num
of these properties were explicitly fit, the superior descr
tion has been achieved with a small number of adjusta
parameters that is greatly exceeded by the number of deg
of freedom inherent in these configurations. Thus, we s
gest that it is our physically appropriate functional for
rather than a flexible fitting strategy that has led to the
proved description, a conclusion that is further supported
our results for extended defects and disordered phases
cussed next.

FIG. 5. Energy of the concerted exchange path obtained f
calculations using DFT/LDA~Refs. 30 and 31! ~diamonds!, the SW
~dashed line!, the Tersoff~dotted line!, and the present interatomi
potential~solid line!. The results fromab initio, SW and Tersoff are
from Ref. 17.

TABLE V. Unstable stacking-fault energy~in J/m2) for the un-
relaxed glide and shuffle$111% planes as obtained from calculation
using DFT/LDA ~Ref. 35!, SW, and the present interatomic pote
tial.

DFT/LDA EDIP SW

Glide ^112& 2.51 3.24 4.78
^110& 24.71 13.45 26.17

Shuffle ^110& 1.84 2.16 1.38
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IV. DISLOCATIONS

A stringent test of the transferability of our model to loc
structures is obtained by calculating core properties of dis
cations, about which no information was included in the
ting database. Severalab initio47–49 and tight-binding
calculations46,50have been performed for dislocations in si
con. Although such calculations are feasible only for sm
systems containing of order few hundred atoms, they prov
important information, such as the core structure of
90°-partial dislocation,47 the kink structure in the 30°-partia
dislocation,48 and dislocation interactions.49 However, full
simulations of dislocation dynamics and its effect on the m
chanical properties of the solid require much larger cells o
ing to the long-range interaction of the stress fields, a
therefore can only be performed using methods that are c
putationally less expensive. Empirical models have be
used to study several aspects of dislocations in silicon.43,51,52

No such model has proven reliable enough to provide a
scription of long range51 as well as core properties53 of dis-
locations at the same time. The flaw in describing long-ran
interactions is due to a poor description of elastic forces,51,54

while the flaw in describing core properties is due to a po
description of local structures.53 Existing models do not give
the correct structure for reconstructed cores: for example,
SW potential gives reconstruction only for the 30°-part
dislocation, and the Tersoff potential gives reconstruct
only for the 90° partial.

In the present study, all dislocation structures are co
puted using energy minimization methods43 at constant
stress55 for a system of 3600 atoms, and the cell boundar
lie in the@112̄#, @111#, and@ 1̄10# directions. Figure 6 shows
~a! the unreconstructed and~b! the reconstructed core struc
ture of a 90°-partial dislocation. The reconstruction energ
defined as the energy gain~per unit length! for the system to
go from unreconstructed to reconstructed configurati
Table VI compares the reconstruction energy in units of e
b ~where b is the unit length of the dislocation,b
53.84 Å), as given by our model and by SW, Tersoff, T
andab initio calculations. Configuration~b! is neither stable
nor metastable for the SW potential, i.e., the SW model d
not support reconstruction for the 90°-partial dislocation53

The present model predicts configuration~b! as the lowest in
energy, while configuration~a! is metastable. This mode
gives reconstruction energy of 0.84 eV/b, in excellent agree-
ment with theab initio value of 0.87 eV/b.47 In our calcula-

m

FIG. 6. Atomic structure in the core of a 90°-partial dislocati
on the~111! plane.~a! Symmetric and~b! asymmetric reconstruc
tions. Open and shaded circles represent atoms in two diffe
~111! planes.
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tion, the reconstructed bonds are stretched by 2.1%, whilab
initio47 and TB ~Ref. 50! calculations give bonds stretche
by 2.6 and 3.0%, respectively.

Figure 7 shows~a! the unreconstructed and~b! the recon-
structed core structures of a 30°-partial dislocation. The
sults for the reconstruction energy fromab initio
calculations,56 and from empirical potential calculations u
ing the SW, Tersoff and our model, are presented in Ta
VI. The Tersoff potential gives negative reconstruction e
ergy, so that the unreconstructed configuration~a! would be
the more stable,53 contrary to experimental andab initio re-
sults. Although the SW model gives the correct reconstruc
configuration, the reconstruction energy is twice as large
the ab initio result. Our model, on the other hand, gives t
reconstruction energy in very good agreement with theab
initio calculation. We find that the reconstructed bonds in
dislocation core are stretched by 3.6%. Theab initio
calculations56 give bond stretching of 4.2% at most.

It is important to mention that we found a few metasta
partially reconstructed configurations between the unrec
structed and reconstructed configurations for both the 9
and 30°-partial dislocations. Such configurations are artifa
of our description of the local environment during changes
coordination, and probably have no physical meaning.43

A defect in the core of a reconstructed dislocation
called an antiphase defect~APD!.57 Figure 8 shows APD
configurations in~a! a 30°-partial dislocation and~b! a
90°-partial dislocation. Table VI gives the correspondi
APD formation energies. Since the SW model does not p
duce a reconstructed configuration for 90°-partial dislo

TABLE VI. Reconstruction energy~in eV/b) and APD energy
~in eV! for core structures of partial dislocations, whereb is the
repeat distance of the dislocation. The DFT/LDA result for reco
struction of the 90°-partial dislocation is from Ref. 47, and for t
30°-partial dislocation is from Ref. 56. Results for the interatom
potential calculations~SW and T2! are from Ref. 53. Tight-binding
result for the 90°-partial dislocation is from Ref. 50.

DFT/LDA EDIP SW T2 TB

Reconstruction
90° partial 0.87 0.84 0.37 0.68
30° partial 0.43 0.33 0.81 20.13

APD
90° partial 0.41 0.37 1.31
30° partial 0.43 0.34 0.84 20.13

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 for a 30°-partial dislocation.~a! Unre-
constructed and~b! reconstructed configurations.
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tions, there is no stable APD configuration for this case.
a 30°-partial dislocation, the SW model gives an APD fo
mation energy much larger thanab initio calculations.56 The
Tersoff potential gives a negative value for the APD form
tion energy of the 30° partial and a considerably sma
energy for the APD in a 90° partial. Our model gives t
APD formation energy in good agreement withab initio cal-
culations for the 30°-partial dislocation. For the 90°-part
dislocation, to our knowledge there is noab initio APD en-
ergy calculation available, but our APD energy is somew
low compared to TB calculations.50

From the above comparisons we have established tha
empirical model is the first to give a full description of co
properties of both the 90°- and 30°-partial dislocations
silicon with reasonable accuracy. Our model predicts reas
able reconstruction energies and provides a good descrip
of local deformations in the dislocation cores. These res
demonstrate remarkable transferability since the local ato
configurations present in dislocation cores are quite differ
from the structures included in the fitting database.

V. DISORDERED STRUCTURES

Another stringent test of the transferability of our mod
for bulk material is the calculation of structural properties
the liquid and amorphous phases. Such disordered struc
contain a rich set of local bonding states from covale
~amorphous! to metallic~liquid! about which no information
was included in our fitting procedure. Existingenvironment-
independentpotentials have had considerable difficulty
simultaneously describing the crystalline, liquid, and am
phous phases.2,14,58–60 In the preceding sections we hav
demonstrated an improved description of the crystalline s
and its defects, so we now turn our attention to whether
environment dependence can extrapolate these success
the liquid and amorphous phases.

Liquid phase.The SW potential has been shown to repr
duce the pair-correlation functiong(r ) of the liquid.3,14 It
also predicts the melting temperatureTm to within a few
hundred degrees of the experimental value of 1685 K~Ref.
2! @although it was explicitly fit to reproduceTm ~Ref. 3!#. In
spite of these successes, the SW potential has difficult
describing the structure of liquid,14 i.e., it does not reproduce
the ab initio bond-angle distribution, overly favoring angle
near tetrahedral.58 The Tersoff potentials, on the other han
predict a g(r ) that favors the unphysical fourfold

-

FIG. 8. Antiphase defects~APD! for ~a! the 30°-partial and~b!
the 90°-partial dislocations.
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coordination,5,6 and the only version predicting reasonab
liquid structure is T3.6,14 The melting temperature, howeve
is greatly overestimated by T3 at around 3000 K.6,14 The
first-neighbor bond angles and coordination statistics are
well described by T3, although the statistics are improved
using an~arbitrarily! longer coordination cutoff beyond th
first minimum ofg(r ).14 We emphasize that the T2 potentia
the most successful parametrization of the Tersoff mo
overall,2 cannot describe the liquid phase.5

We prepared a 1728-atom liquid sample with the pres
potential atT51800 K and zero pressure using standa
simulation techniques, although we used a considera
longer time and larger system size than in previo
studies.61,62 The structural properties of the model liquid a
shown in Fig. 9 and compared with the results of a 64-at
ab initio molecular-dynamics study58 ~which are similar to
recent results with 343 atoms including electron spin effe
and gradient corrections63!. The pair-correlation function
g(r ) shows excessive short-range order with our potentia
evidenced by the overly sharp first-neighbor peak contain
around 4.5 first neighbors, smaller than the experime
value of 6.4. This is consistent with the fact that in our mo
the density of the liquid is somewhat smaller than that of
solid, while in reality silicon becomes 10% more dense up
melting.64 Although these features are unphysical, t
present model offers a qualitative improvement in the bo
angle distribution functiong3(u,r m), which gives the~nor-
malized! distribution of angles between pairs of bon

FIG. 9. ~a! Pair-correlation function and~b! bond-angle distri-
bution for the liquid atT51800 K and zero pressure with th
present potential~solid lines! and theab initio model of Ref. 58
~dashed lines!.
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shorter thanr m , the first minimum ofg(r ). As shown in Fig.
9, our potential predicts the auxiliary maximum atu560°,
although the primary maximum is shifted toward the tetra
dral angle away from theab initio most probable angle o
u590°. The present model is the first to capture the bimo
shape of the first-neighbor bond-angle distribution.65

The thermodynamic properties of the melting transiti
~aside from the change in density! are reasonably well de
scribed by our model, in spite of its not having been fit
reproduce any such quantities. The bulk melting pointTm
predicted by our model is 1370620 K, which is 20% below
the experimental value. The melting point was measured
a 3405-atom finite sample with (100)231 surfaces, heated
from 300 to 1500 K in 2 ns~over 10 million time steps!. A
bulk solid with periodic boundary conditions superheats a
melts around 2200 K. The latent heat of melting is 37
kJ/mol, in reasonable agreement with the experimental va
of 50.7 kJ/mol, closer than the SW value of 31.4 kJ/mol.12

In summary, although the liquid has some unphysical f
tures with our potential, it offers some improvements, p
ticularly in describing bond angles. It is important to emph
size that reasonable liquid properties are predicted by
model without any explicit fitting to the liquid phase; in con
trast, the only two potentials reported to give an adequ
description of the liquid, SW, and MFF, were each fit
reproduce the melting point.3,18 With our model, the reduced
density and excess of covalent bonds may be artifacts of
short cutoff of our potential, which is appropriate for th
covalently bonded structures used in the fitting, but is p
haps too short to reproduce overcoordination in meta
phases like the liquid.66

Amorphous phase.Experimentally, amorphous silicon i
known to form a random tetrahedral network, with lon
range disorder and short-range order similar to that of
crystal.67,68Ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations o
quenching a 64-atom liquid predict almost 97% fourfo
coordination.59 An empirical potential would be invaluabl
in exploring larger system sizes and longer relaxation tim
than are feasible from first principles, but unfortunately
existing potential is capable of quenching directly from t
liquid to the amorphous phase. Instead, empirical model
uids typically transform into glassy phases upon coolin
characterized by frozen-in liquid structure.11–13,60,69Alterna-
tively, in the case of the T2 potential, quenching results i
reasonable amorphous structure,5,16 but the original liquid
phase is not realistic and already contains excessive tetr
dral order.5 Therefore, it has been impossible to simulate
experimentally relevant path to the amorphous struct
~e.g., laser quenching70!, and artificial preparation method
have been required to create large-scale amorphous s
tures with empirical potentials.11–13,60,71,72For example, the
so-called indirect SW amorphous~ISW! structure is created
by increasing the strength of the SW three-body interact
during the quench.11–13 The ISW structure is stable with th
unaltered SW potential, but since it has 81% fourfo
coordinated atoms,11 it only bears a weak resemblance to t
real amorphous structure.60 Abandoning molecular dynam
ics, an improved amorphous phase with close to 87% fo
fold coordination can be generated using the bond-switch
algorithm of Wooten, Winer, and Weaire,71 but such a
method does not permit accurate simulation of atomic m
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tion. A more realistic, large-scale amorphous structure can
prepared using a hybrid of these methods: Holender
Morgan create an amorphous structure of over 105 atoms
with almost 94% fourfold coordination by patching togeth
a number of smaller WWW structures, thermally treating
sample at high temperatures and then relaxing it using
lecular dynamics with the SW potential modified for strong
angular forces.72 As these authors emphasize, however, t
preparation method~which we call the HM2 model! was
designed by trial-and-error to fit the experimental struct
factor and bears no resemblance to the real experime
generation ofa-Si. They also report that if the SW potenti
is not modified, their preparation method results in a str
ture ~which we call the HM1 model! with only 74% fourfold
coordination.

Remarkably, the present model predicts a quench dire
from the liquid into a high-quality amorphous structure. T
phase transition is quite robust, since it occurs even w
fast-cooling rates. For example, quenching at2300 K/ps
leads to a reasonable structure with 84% fourfold coordi
tion. At much slower quench rates of21 K/ps, an improved
structure of 1728 atoms atT5300 K and zero pressure i
produced with almost 95% fourfold coordination. The exce
enthalpy of the amorphous phase compared with the cry
is 0.22 eV/atom, closer to experimental valu
<0.19 eV/atom70 than the ab initio value 0.28 eV/atom
~probably due to the constrained volume and small sys
size used in theab initio study59!.

The coordination statistics of the amorphous phase
tained with our model, given in Table VII, are closer toab
initio results59 than with most of the empirical models de
scribed above. The HM2 model provides a comparable
scription, but we stress that its preparation procedure is
physical and that the modification of the SW potent
necessary to achieve the improved description~see the dif-
ference between HM1 and HM2 in Table VII! degrades
many important properties, such as elastic constants, de
formation energies and the melting point. Since realis
preparation methods and dynamics have not been achi
with interatomic potentials, in the following we compare o
results only with experiments andab initio simulations.

The pair-correlation function shown in Fig. 10~a! is in
good agreement withab initio results.59 Moreover, Fig. 11
shows that the radial distribution functiont(r )54prrg(r )

TABLE VII. Coordination statistics for model amorphous stru
tures at room temperature.Nn is the percentage of atoms withn
neighbors closer than the first minimum ofg(r ). We compare struc-
tures generated by molecular-dynamics simulation of a di
quench from the liquid using anab initio method~Ref. 59! ~LDA !
and our interatomic potential~EDIP! with structures generated b
various artificial preparation methods described in the text: H
~Ref. 72!, WWW ~Ref. 71!, ISW ~Ref. 11!, and HM1~Ref. 72!.

Direct quench Artificial preparation
LDA EDIP HM2 WWW ISW HM1

N3 0.2 0.23 2.18 1.2 0.0 0.0
N4 96.6 94.43 93.74 86.6 81.0 73.6
N5 3.2 5.34 4.04 11.8 18.1 24.6
N6 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.2 0.9 1.5
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is in excellent agreement with the results of neutro
scattering experiments by Kugleret al.68 ~using their experi-
mental densityr50.054 atoms/Å3 for comparison!. The
persistence of intermediate-range order up to 10 Å captu
by our model as in the experiment is a strength of the e
pirical approach, since this distance is roughly the size of
periodic simulation box used in theab initio studies.59 Given

ct

2

FIG. 10. ~a! Pair-correlation function and~b! bond-angle distri-
bution for the amorphous phase atT5300 K and zero pressure with
the present potential~solid lines! and theab initio model of Ref. 59
~dashed lines!.

FIG. 11. Radial distribution functiont(r )54prrg(r ) for the
amorphous phase at room temperature and zero pressure usin
model, compared with the results of neutron-scattering experim
on pure evaporated-beam-deposited a-Si thin films by Kugleret al.
~Ref. 68!.
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TABLE VIII. Comparison of thermodynamic and structural properties of the present model~EDIP! for
a-Si with ~annealed! ab initio ~Ref. 59! and with ~annealed! experimental~Refs. 59,68,67, and 70! results.
Shown are the densityra in Å23, the excess enthalpyDHa2c compared to the crystal in eV/atom, the avera

coordinationZ̄, the meanr̄ 1 and standard deviations r 1
of the first-neighbor distance in Å, the mean seco

r̄ 2 and thirdr̄ 3 neighbor distances in Å and the meanū and standard deviationsu of the first-neighbor bond
angles in degrees.

ra DHa2c Z̄ r̄ 1
s r 1 r̄ 2 r̄ 3 ū su

EDIP 0.04836 0.22 4.054 2.39 0.034 3.84 5.83 108.6 14.0
Expt. 0.044–0.054 , 0.19 3.90–3.97 2.34–2.36 0.07–0.11 3.84 5.86 108.6 9.4–1
LDA 0.28 4.03 2.38 0.079 3.84 108.3 15.5
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the limited resolution of the experimental data, especially
smallr ~largeq in the structure factor!, the sharper first three
peaks with our model may be interpreted as refinement
the experimental results. In Table VIII we summarize a d
tailed comparison of features ofa-Si as obtained with our
model and fromab initio results, against those revealed
experiment. Overall the agreement between experimen
very satisfactory, with the results of the present model so
what closer to experimental values thanab initio results as in
the case of the enthalpy (DHa2c) and the bond-length (s r 1

)

and bond-angle (su) deviations.
The bond-angle distributiong3(u,r m) shown in Fig. 10~b!

is narrowly peaked just below the tetrahedral angle, and
reproduces the small, well-separated peak at 60° observe
ab initio simulations59 ~unlike in previous empirical models!.
The average angle is 108.7° and standard deviation 13.6
close agreement with the experimental values67 of 108.6
60.2° and 10.260.8° andab initio values59 of 108.3° and
15.5°, respectively. Notice that the peaks in bothg(r ) and
g3(u,r m) are narrower and taller with our model than wi
ab initio methods, which probably reflects the small syst
size and short times of theab initio simulations compared to
ours. In summary, our potential reproduces the random
rahedral network of amorphous silicon very well, following
realistic preparation procedure that starts with a liquid ph
and cools it down without any artificial changes.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a new empirical potential for silic
that provides a considerable improvement over existing m
els in describing local structures away from equilibrium. T
model introduces a theoretically motivated functional fo
that incorporates several coordination-dependent function
adapt the interactions for different coordinations. The fit
potential faithfully reproduces the elastic constants of
equilibrium dc structure and also captures the energetics
wide range of point and extended defects and related ac
tion energies. The superior description of bulk phases
defects is achieved with only 13 fitting parameters, indic
ing exceptional transferability of the EDIP functional form
Its extended range of success over existing models with c
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parable numbers of parameters cannot be attributed to fit
alone.

For dislocations, this empirical model gives a full descr
tion of core properties. It predicts the correct reconstruct
for both the 90°- and 30°-partial dislocations, and the rec
struction energies are in agreement withab initio data. The
bond stretching is also in good agreement withab initio re-
sults, pointing to the fact that this model predicts reasona
accurately not only the energies but also the local struc
of dislocation cores.

The model predicts a quench directly from the liquid
the amorphous phase. The quality of the resulting amorph
phase, with almost 95% fourfold coordination, is better th
with any existing empirical preparation method. In som
ways the amorphous phase with our model is even somew
closer to experiment than withab initio simulations~surely
because the latter are limited to very small system sizes
very short times!, which is an encouraging success of t
empirical approach to materials modeling.

Our model possesses the same level of efficiency as
SW potential, and simulations involving thousands of ato
may be readily performed on typical workstations.73 There-
fore, it holds promise for successful applications to seve
systems that are still inaccessible toab initio calculations and
are outside the range of validity of other empirical mode
Taking into account the success of our model in describ
dislocation properties, we suggest that it may also provid
reasonable description of small-angle grain boundaries
other such extended bulk defects. Considering its succ
with the amorphous and crystalline phases, the model m
also describe thea-c interface and solid-phase epitaxi
growth.
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